Titanium-Buzz Adds New Items to Its Exclusive Collection of Meteorite Rings
Titanium-Buzz adds new designs to the collection of unique men's wedding rings that feature genuine Gibeon
meteorite inlays.
Online PR News - 12-May-2019 - Titanium-Buzz, a full-service specialty ring company that was the first to
offer camouflage wedding bands with Realtree and Mossy Oak patterns has added new jewelry items to its
exclusive collection of meteorite rings that feature a precious inlay of the four-billion-year-old Gibeon
meteorite. Since 2005, Titanium-Buzz has been providing men?s wedding rings made from the most durable
materials out there. The meteorite rings are unique pieces of jewelry made from titanium, cobalt chrome,
black zirconium, Damascus steel, gold, and rose gold with genuine Gibeon meteorite inlays.

The meteorite section in every wedding band is made from the material extracted from the Gibeon meteorite
that is nearly as old as the solar system. It is strong and long-lasting because it contains a composite of
nickel and iron which makes meteorite rings resistant to rust if worn regularly. Each meteorite ring looks
unique with its series of authentic cross-hatch patterns called Widmanstatten lines caused by the extremely
slow cooling of solid metal over millions of years as the Gibeon meteorite hurtled through outer space. The
Widmanstatten patterns can only be found in extraterrestrial samples because this process can?t be
replicated in labs or anywhere else on Earth.

The meteorite rings designs range from sleek and simple to those with more ornate accents. All rings look
stylish and elegant due to attractive complementing materials such as titanium, cobalt chrome, 18-karat gold,
black zirconium so everyone can find a ring that perfectly suits their style. Any of the meteorite rings from
Titanium-Buzz can be the perfect gift for jewelry lovers who would like to get something extraordinary and
extraterrestrial.
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